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THE EFFECT OF ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERACTIONS
ON THE PROTON SPECTRUM IN FREE NEUTRON /3-DECAY

G.G.Bunatian

In the P decay of an unpolarized free neutron, the effect of electromagnetic interac-
tions on the proton recoil spectrum is studied in the light of the experiments which are
carried out and planned for now. The corrections to the energy distribution of protons
prove to amount to the value of a few per cent. Nowadays, this is substantial for ob-
taining with a high accuracy, of ~ 1 % or better, the characteristics of weak interactions
by processing the data of the experiments on the proton distribution in the free neutron
/3-decay.

The investigation has been performed at the Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physics,

JINR.

3JieKTpOMarHHTHbIX B33HM0,UeHCTBHH
Ha cneKTp npoTOHOB B /?-pacnane CBOSOUHOFO

BJieicrpoMarHHTHbix B3aHMOfleHCTBHH Ha cneKTp npoTOHOB oraaMH B
/3-pacnaae HenanapH3OBaHHoro CBo6onHoro HeirrpoHa H3yHaerca B cBeTe 3KcnepnMeH-
TOB, KOTopwe Ha ceroflHauiHHH neHb yace npoBona-rca H ruiaHnpyioTca. rTonyHeHO, HTO
nonpaBKH K HMnynbCHOMy pacnpeaeneHHio npoTOHOB nocTHraioT BenHHHHbi HecmiibKHX
npoueHTOB. B HacToamee BpeMa 3TO cymecTBeHHO ann onpeaeJieHHH c BLICOKOH TOIHO-
cTbio, ~ 1 % H jiyMuie, xapaKTepHCTHK cna6bix B3aHMOfleiicTBHH H3 o6pa6oTKH flaHHbix,
nouynaeMbix B SKcnepHMeHTax, rue HccneayeTca HMnyribCHoe pacnpeaejieHHe npoTOHOB
B (3-pacnaae cBo6onnoro HefiTpoHa.

Pa6oTa BbinonHeHa B Ha6opaTopHH HeflTpoHHofi cpH3HKH HM. H.M.Opamca ORHH.

Nowadays, it has been well realized that the characteristics of weak interactions are to
be acquired with a precision better than 1% in order to judge definitively the validity of the
general principals of the modern elementary particle theory. The treatment of the /3-decay of
free neutrons has been rightly conceived to provide the straightforward way to inquire into
weak interactions in general.

Despite the study of the neutron /3-decay has been lasting long since, properly speaking,
for all the time of neutron physics itself existing, it was restricted until a little while ago
by the high-precision reliable inquiry into the neutron lifetime r and the electron momentum
distribution only, as a matter of fact (see, for instance, [1]). Nowadays, the situation is thought
to alter towards the study of the proton distribution in the final state of neutron /3-decay. The
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various new experiments as well as the substantial improvements of some previous ones [2,3]
have recently been launched in order to obtain, with an accuracy better than 1 %, both the
proton distribution itself solely and the distributions of electrons and protons simultaneously;
the appropriate measurements are believed to come to fruition before long. What encourages
us to set out our modest calculation is just the research [2,3].

Hence, the proton distribution after the /3-decay of unpolarized neutrons,

dW(EP) = dW(\P\) = w(EP)dEp = «;(|P|)d|P|, (1)

currently measured in [2,3], is calculated outright in terms of the received effective La-
grangian, descending from the general field theory (see, for instance, Refs. 4,5),

Ley + Lp-y , (2)

p ^n(x), (3)

which includes the interaction of an electromagnetic field A with electrons

Lej(x) = - e i ( i ) 7 ^ e ( x ) • A^x), (4)

and similarly with protons, Lp-,. In (3), (4), the notations are alike ones in Ref.4, q is the
four-momentum transferred in the /3-decay process, the system of units h — c = 1 is adapted,
£/£(0) = 1 is presumed for the neutron decay; ^n(x),^>^(x) render the baryon fields in the
initial and final states, and Ve>Vv stand for the electron and antineutrino fields, respectively.
The value GF = 1.16639(2) • 10~5 GeV~2 has been fixed by the muon lifetime [6], and
\Vud\ « 0.9744±0.0010 [1,6] is the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa, CKM, [7] quark-mixing
matrix element. The value 5.4(0) = 1.2662 [1,6] is also adopted in the further numerical
evaluations.

In the common simplified treatment, when the electromagnetic interaction (4) is turned
off, the nucleon mass is presumed to be infinite, Mjv —>oo, and, consequently, the terms with
gwM, 9ip disappear and the g-dependence of gv{q), 9A{I) is negligible, only the very terms
with sv(0), 9A(0) in (3) cause the bulk of the yield of protons (1) at a given value of the
momentum P = |P | [8-10]

dW0(P; \Vud\,gv(0),gA(0)) = dP-wo(P; \Vud\,gv(0),gA(0)). (5)

So far as an accuracy better than 1% has to be procured, all the peculiarities in describing
/3-decay became of value and must be properly allowed for. In the well-known work [11],
all the corrections entailed by accounting for the finiteness of the nucleon mass have been
thoroughly evaluated in studying the electron and antineutrino distribution [1]. The results
of Ref. 11 can be adjusted to acquire the correspondent corrections to the distribution (1);
for that case, the calculations [9] might be referred to. Here, we elaborate the effect of
electromagnetic interactions on the distribution (5).

With the consistent allowance for electromagnetic interactions, calculating the distribution
(1) runs in general way [4,5,12], and after a good deal of the plain and unsophisticated, but
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slightly cumbersome and time-consuming calculations (for details see Ref. 13), the distribution
(1), to the first order in the fine structure constant a, sets out in the eventual form

dW(P;\Vud\,gv,9A,ot) =dP-w(P;\Vud\,gv,gA,a) =

|2

(1 + 3gA){(l + a0Af) 11 +

a /2 Mp 9
— - J + 3 1 n ( — £ ) - - - (
2TT \ v m 2 m
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J (1 — vy)z \
- l
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xi / dx[v2((ujM-e)h-h)-

J k ^ " °
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—
e

k{c)

dk{A{l) / dk(A{x2) + B(x2) + D(x2))}

fc(e)

33 A
• 3 )

(6)

Here, the notations are introduced: WVQ = A — e, A = M n — Mp, pe = ve,

ffi,2 — ~ ;
m2
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1

k(e) = (Uvo + P- ev)/2 , k(e) = {LJM -P + ev)/2,

dxxn , . r , 7°dkkn

/
dxxn f

~ ^ 2 ~ . b=l-XV, In(Uvo) =
r

o

A(x) = U-P>)J^^, vr-urt-k, B{x)=Xjd^-
- l

X

C{x) = I dx2sv£x\xvs - Uv), D{x) =
- 1 - 1

, x) = Vu^ 2 + 2ufcxe + k2 , d(x) = [I2 + e2{\ - xv2) + ksb - e(e + k)]/b,

/ + 2pekx , X2(k,s) = ^-[(WV + Pf - (Pe + kf\ + 1 < 1 ,
ZKp

and m = 0.511 MeV, Mn = 939.57 MeV, Mp = 938.28 MeV are the electron, neutron,
and proton masses, respectively; e and v stand for the electron energy and velocity. For
briefness's sake, we don't pull out explicitly the vast expressions of the integrals in (7),
though they all are amenable to straightforward analytical evaluation. Surely, on setting a=0
we arrive at the uncorrected distribution (5).

With the received interaction (2)-(4) underlying the inquiry, the ad hoc effective cut-off
parameter A has emerged in order to prevent the ultraviolet divergencies which would come,
as usually (see, for instance, [4]), from the integrals over four-momenta of virtual photons
which occur in calculating (6). We are not on the point of treating the whole problem how to
remove the ultraviolet divergency out of the radiative corrections to neutron /3-decay. In the
course of our upright calculation, we just take for granted the received recipe, first set forth
in Refs. 14 and perfectly confirmed in the profound papers [15], which prescribes the A value
to be equal to the mass of Z- or W-boson, M^w91 GeV, A/w«80 GeV. So, the numerical
evaluations are performed presuming A = Mz- While the dependence of (6) on the A value
is slight enough as being due to the terms ~ ln(A/A/p), the contribution from these terms
into (6) is of value, so far the accuracy about 1% or better goes. What is to emphasize here
is that the contribution ~ ln(A/Mp) in (6) would vanish at all, as in the case of the decay
of the fi meson [16], if the relation gA = —gv (i-£-, 9A — — 1 in the notations adopted here)
held true, in perfect agreement with the general theorem ascertained in Ref. 17. It might be
well to point out that, till now, this stringent constraint has not been adhered to in many a
calculation (see, for instance, [18]).

It is of value that the electromagnetic corrections to (5) due to the terms multiple of ao
in (6) is of the same order as the corrections which do not depend on the combination ao
immediately. Let us recall that the term in (6) containing l/vp is usually associated with
the «Coulomb correction* (see, for instance, [18,19]). What is of value to emphasize here
is that this term has been wrought up in our treatment, simultaneously with all the other
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electromagnetic corrections, in outright consistent evaluating dictated directly by the original
effective interaction (2)-(4).

So, to the first a-order, we have acquired the complete effect of electromagnetic interac-
tions on the proton distribution (1), without treating separately the «Coulomb correction* and
the so-called «model-independent» and «model-dependent» parts of the radiative corrections
as contrasted to what was done in the investigations [18-21]. Being immediately expressed
just in terms of the quantities gA, |Kd|, ••• involved in (3), our final result (6) stands in one-
to-one correspondence with the form of the original effective interaction (2)-(4), unlike the
results set out in Refs. 18-21. Thus, confronting (6) with the experimental data of [2,3] we
get in position to judge the validity of the form of the original effective interaction (2)-(4),
in particular, to ascertain the values of gA, \Vud\, ••••

The effect of electromagnetic interactions on the proton distribution is described by the
modification

5(w(P)/W) =

of the relative distribution

wo(P)/Wo,

W(P)/W-WQ(P)/W0

wo(P)/Wo

(9)

(8)

where Wo and W stand for the uncorrected
and corrected total decay probability, respec-
tively. The quantity (8) is set out in Fig. 1. Let
us note the curious peculiarity on the curve at
P = A - m = 0.7833 MeV caused just by
the very term with 2n2/vp in (6). Certainly,
the modification of the total decay probability
evaluated through (6), (5),

SW =

J dP • (w{P) - wo{P)) -3.0
n V ' f

(10)
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Fig. 1. The modification (8) (in per cent) of the
relative distribution of protons (9) owing to elec-
tromagnetic interactions

comes out to be strictly equal to the value
SW = 8.05% obtained earlier in Ref. 22.

The results acquired make us realize that
the whole effect of electromagnetic interactions amounts to several percent. Nowadays, this is
of value to ascertain with a high accuracy, of ~ 1 % or better, the genuine form of the effective
interaction (2)-(4), in particular to gain the strict values of gA, \Vud\,..., from processing the
high-precision measurements of the proton spectra [2,3], which are liable to be set out before
long.

The work is supported by Russian Foundation for Basic Research, project
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